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(Pocket-lint) - WhatsApp and the World Health Organization (WHO) have joined forces to offer a new, free sticker pack to help people communicate with coronavirus during a crisis and remind users of health guidelines. New Stickers Together at home encourage users to wash their hands, stay at home
and celebrate frontline paramedics working day and night to save lives. 39 secret WhatsApp tips and tricks you may not know about here is how to use them in your chats. WhatsAppTo use together at home stickers in their chats, you must first download the free package. Here's how. Open or start any
chat in WhatsApp. Tap the sticker icon on the right side of the chat box at the bottom of the screen. Now click on the plus icon, which is inside the circle on the right side of the box that appears. This will bring all the sticker packs that you have available and together at home should be at the top (as long as
you are on the All Stickers tab. Tap the download icon next to the Together at Home package. Come out of the pop-up stickers and you'll see the new WHO stickers in your library that you want to use. Click one and it will appear immediately in your chat - hooray! As well as English, the sticker package is
available with localized language options in Arabic, French, German, Indonesian, Italian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish and Turkish. WhatsApp stickers were launched a year and a half ago and have become very popular ever since. The new package represents the latest effort by the owner of Facebook
and chat apps to help spread fun and friendly advice about the outbreak, while promoting measures to prevent the spread of false and false information. It has already limited the ability to transmit messages to help prevent the spread of fake news. Writing by Rik Henderson. WhatsApp is the most popular
instant messaging app in the world. Used by over a billion people, it's easy to understand completely free, and offers no limits on how to interact with people. All you need is a compatible smartphone and phone number. In this article you will learn: Why people use WhatsAppWhy its considered safe
messagingmoho how much it costs How it generally works A big reason to use WhatsApp is because everyone else already uses it, but it is also important to know people use it because it's so convenient. There are many different uses of WhatsApp, but in the end it works well as an instant messaging
app. No matter where you are in the world, you can easily send the equivalent of an SMS message to a friend or family member without having to worry that it will cost you money as if they were in another country. WhatsApp can accommodate up to 8 people in a group chat. Other practical features
include the fact that you do not need to register for an account. All you have to do is get started. There are many other reasons why WhatsApp is so popular, but the most important thing is that it is easy to use, even technology is not particularly adept. People of all ages and skill levels can use WhatsApp,
as well as when sending SMS messages. WhatsApp is a very secure way of messaging. It offers end-to-end encryption between users so your data is protected while it is sent between you and your contact. Competitors like Zoom do not offer this type of encryption. Occasionally, there are problems with
malicious malware links that are sent to users from unknown sources, but the key to avoiding this is to follow regular internet safety tips and never interact with a link you don't recognize or expect. WhatsApp is part of Facebook, which may cause concern to some people who have been treated by social
media websites, but the service wants to stress that no information is ever shared with the social network. It's completely separate, so your privacy is preserved. WhatsApp is completely free to use. The service is not limited in any way, so you can send messages to people as many times as you want
without being limited. There are also currently no ads to contend with, so you don't have to put up with intrusive messages while conversing with friends and loved ones. The only part of WhatsApp that may not be free is caused by your mobile operator. There may be charges because WhatsApp uses
your data post to exchange messages and calls instead of your SMS post. Check your mobile phone operator agreement to see how you might be affected. If you connect your smartphone to a nearby Wi-Fi network, you don't have to worry about data allowance fees. WhatsApp works a lot like iMessage
for iOS, but for all smartphone users. It uses your Internet connection to allow you to connect to anyone whose phone number is also registered with WhatsApp without having to sign in or out of a separate account. You need to download WhatsApp to use it (as well as update it), but it integrates
seamlessly into your phone and you can easily share links and photos with others through the service. It's also possible to create group chats so you can organize meetings with your friends, or simply keep up with what your family is doing, all from one centralized source, rather than having to use
separate apps. All you need is an active internet connection on your smartphone. Yes. WhatsApp offers free video calls and free voice calls. This is a huge help for many, as it means that both Android and iOS users can make free video calls without having to register accounts with services like Skype.
You can also make group video calls with WhatsApp so that friendly and family groups can have free conversations. You cannot call or send messages to users who are not WhatsApp users. First you need to install WhatsApp. In iOS 10, Apple has updated its Messages app with a variety of Features.
One of these features, an app store specifically for messages, has met with a loud meh from users and hooray! from brands. Good news though, not all of these apps are terrible branded sticker stickers In fact, there are some really useful. The biggest new change in iOS 10 is the Messages app, which is
suddenly much more playful with Read moreApp In the Air and TripIt Streamline Sharing Flight Details If you travel a lot, you're likely to send flight information to friends or coworkers. The application in the air (free) makes this process a little easier. Once you've entered your flight details into the app, you
can send everything via messages in just a few taps. If the other person has an app installed in the Air app, they can check flight information in real time, but even if they can't, they get the latest arrival time information and the gateway when they need it. TripIt (Free) also has an app that does the same,
although the caveat here is that you need a TripIt account to make it worth it. If you do, then it's great, but if you just want to dump your flight number info and send it to a friend, App in the Air doesn't require you to sign up for something to do so. Venmo and Square Cash Pay Friends with text
messageVenmo (Free) and Square Cash (Free) are both the few easiest ways to send money to friends. Integration with iMessage only simplifies this process more. Instead of going to the app, just get into the messages, tap the Venmo or Square Cash button, and then send the payment to your friend
from there. Both apps work in Messages exactly the same as full apps. You start by asking or sending money, then you collect the amount and you're done. iMessages only deletes the app open step and the contact search. With peer-to-peer payment services such as Square Cash, Venmo, and PayPal
no need to perform... Read moreBlur/Secret/Confide Send Self-Destructing ImagesSelf-destructive image messages were all the rage in the precariously cheeky messaging app a few years ago. For those of us who don't want to send nude photos, self-destruct messages are still great for mindless junk
you could message anyone all day or stupid is what you had in mind? photos from the grocery store. Three free apps do the work of temporary messages pretty well. As the name suggests, blur (free) blurs the image before sending it, then allows you to set the time before it deletes itself. The secret for
iMessage (Free) does exactly the same thing, but it also allows you to draw on a picture like you can with something like Snapchat. Confide (Free) works a little differently. To view pictures, you need to move your finger around the screen to reveal small parts at once, so it is not possible to take a
screenshot of the whole thing. No matter which option you choose, both people need installed apps to use them, but they are free and work without signing up for other accounts. Raise your hand if you shared a username and password with someone via iM? Sometimes share ... Read moreVersus asks
the recipient to compare two picturesZa you are a designer looking for feedback on two different designs, or you Choose the best clothes in the store, it's quite common to ask someone for feedback A or B between two pictures. Versus (Free) is an app made just for that. Yes, you can always just send
two pictures, but versus it's a little easier and puts two options side by side. If the recipient also has an app installed, they get a small poll where they can tap the one they like better, but if they don't, it's still sent as an image file that's easy to look at. Polling with friends makes group decisions a little
easierAs if you use group texts to organize any type of trip, then polls with friends (for free) can be useful for organizing where or when to go somewhere. As the name suggests, it's a polling app where everyone in a text group can vote. For example, you can create a poll with multiple restaurants and
submit it. Once everyone votes, you can continue with your plans. It's certainly not something most of us will need often, but it's useful when trying to get a lot of people to decide something. You get three free polls before you have to pay, so it's worth a look if you're in charge of organizing the gathering a
lot. ETA quickly lets everyone know when to arriveOne of the most common text messages most of us send is arrival time when we're heading somewhere. Some map apps, such as Waze, integrate ETA messaging into the app itself, but if you're not using Waze, or if you're taking another form of
shipping, then ETA ($2.99) is worth a look. ETA isn't exactly a map app. Instead, it just tells you how far away from that point you are at each point. So after you enter your home address in ETA, it always tells you how far from home you are by car, foot or bus. iMessage allows you to instantly send this
data to a friend. Even better, if you both meet somewhere, they can also tap back and send the time of arrival. Well.
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